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I11 the tznttte of God t11e cottrpnssio~~nte, fire ntercifirl 

"Allpraise be to jlllah, the Lorclof the rrriiverse, mldpeace and blessing be trpon ozrr hhster 
nttdPropl7et n/lol7at111rtnd and hispzrre hozisehold, and his ttoble con~panio,ts" 

"017, God ltnsten the arrival ofltna~n 01-11hhdi midgrarit hi111 good health and victory, and 
~tinke rrs Itis followers m7dpm.f of those who attest to his rigl~~rlness". 

Honorable Chairman, 
Distinguished colleagues, 
Ladies and  gentlemen, 

1 praise the Almighty God for granting me the opportunity to attend this august gathering. 

The aspiration of all times of humanity lias been the attainment of a prosperous life full of 
beauty, serenity, amity and moral and spiritual perfection. 

We have in front of us, thousands of years of somewhat bitter and sweet experiences along 
with abundant opportunities in order to build a better future in conformity with the true 
dignity of mankind and as the most gracious creation of God deserves. 

The most serious problems of the past millennia were derived from the idnimane and infected 
creeds accompanied by unfair and cruel managements. In fact, the undemocratic and unjust 
governance structures of the decision making bodies in international economic and political 
fields are the reasons behind most of the plights today humanity is confronting with. The 
demanding liberal capitalism and transnational corporations have caused the suffering of 
countless women, men and children in so many countries. The first decade of the current 
millennium, although marked by the UN General Assembly as the Iittert7atior7al Decadefor 
the Ctrltrne of Peace- was unfortunately marred with war, occupation, carnage, wandering and 
intimidation. Fundamental reform of this undemocratic and unjust system to a fair and open 
one is essential. 

The world is in need of an encompassing and of course, just and humane order in the light of 
which the rights of all are preserved and peace and security are safeguarded. 

This new order entails two elements; namely a theoretical basis along with required structures 
and managerial methods which are decisive factors in the formation and functioning of the 
new order. 

It is my firm belief that in the new millennium, we need to revert to the divine mindset, to our 
true nature for which man was created and indeed, to the just and fair governance. Divine 



mindset based on the perfectionist and justice-seeking nature of mankind and on the 
monotheistic world-view is in fact, the very heavenly mindset which makes the man's blisshl 
talents blossom. Such mindset is the mankind's guiding principle for a prosperous social life, 
adjusting his economic, cultural and political beings, free from egoisms, hegemonic 
tendencies and envies. 

Meanwhile, just and fair governance based on divine mindset is a prerequisite and the 
guarantor for realization ofjustice, love and security in the society. 

Peoples and Nations seek their eminence, dreams and aspirations in having amicable relations 
and fair cooperation and look for their identity through coexistence with others. 

- Those that have not felt justice within their souls and are unable to control their rage and 
seliish desires; 
-Those who do not feel passionate towards others; 
- Those that are not touched when the people's rights are breached and widespread carriages 

happen; 
- And those who are merely mindful of their own interests and their selfish, sectarian and 
materialistic pleasures can not uphold justice and bring about prosperity. 

The Third Millennium ought to be the millennium in pursuit of the new order based on pure 
and righteous governance all over the world and in the centers of power. 

Now that the discriminatory order of capitalism and the hegemonic approaches are facing 
defeat and are getting close to their end, all-out participation in upholding justice and 
prosperous interrelations is essential. 

All should participate in a coordinated effort for putting in place the competent governance in 
the centers of the world power and for securing serenity, welfare, friendship, and sustainable 
peace and security. 

Since this great ideal is only attainable through the participation of all nations and states, I 
wish to propose that the second decade of this century be named by the UN as "ilte decade for. 
the joitzt global gove~tarzce" and request all heads of states, thinkers and global reformers 
through consultation and empathy to spare no effort in practical planning for the realization of 
this noble goal. Undoubtedly, this is an introduction to the bright destiny of mankind as 
promised by God, all prophets, the righteous and the saints which will occur by resurrection 
of the promised one along with the Jesus (peace be irpotz tltetn). Let us join hands and make 
the Third Millennium the one in which all the good deeds and beauties prevail and justice is 
uphold. Let us make God content by founding compassionate coexistence throughout the 
world. 

Peace be upon the promised one who will bring justice; peace be upon all the good-hearted 
People and all the justice-seekers, peace be upon who has love for the mankind in heart and 
dream of his progress and eminence in mind. Peace be upon the Millennium of freedom, 
righteousness and beauty. 

Thnnlc you very much. 




